
ACBA SUPPLEMENTAL CJE FORM 

Please complete this supplemental form if you wish to submit your CLE program for CJE (continuing judicial education) 
approval.  This form, along with the ACBA Program Proposal Form, MUST be submitted no fewer than ninety (90) 
days prior to the program presentation date.  

Submit to Howard Booth at: 
Mail: 400 Koppers Building, 436 Seventh Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15219  •  Phone: 412-402-6614  •  Email: hbooth@acba.org 

Type of Program (please select one):  ☐ Substantive       ☐ Ethics (approval will not be granted without the inclusion
 of the ethics statement on page 4) 

Program Description 
Please provide a description of program to be submitted to the PA CJE approval board for consideration. 

Please provide a full list of speakers/moderators. For each speaker, please include a bio using the space below.  All bios 
must be submitted at the same time using this document. 

Speaker 1:  _____________________________ is a _________________ with  ________________________.  
(Full Name)    (Title)         (Firm or Organization) 

BIO 



	

	

 
Speaker 2:  _____________________________ is a _________________ with  ________________________.  
                        (Full Name)    (Title)         (Firm or Organization) 
BIO 

 
Speaker 3:  _____________________________ is a _________________ with  ________________________.   
                        (Full Name)    (Title)         (Firm or Organization) 
BIO 

 
Speaker 4:  _____________________________ is a _________________ with  ________________________.   
                        (Full Name)    (Title)         (Firm or Organization) 
BIO 

	

	

	



	

	

Speaker 5:  _____________________________ is a _________________ with  ________________________.   
                        (Full Name)    (Title)         (Firm or Organization) 
BIO 

 
Speaker 6:  _____________________________ is a _________________ with  ________________________.   
                        (Full Name)    (Title)         (Firm or Organization) 
BIO 

 
Moderator:  _____________________________ is a _________________ with  ________________________.   
                        (Full Name)    (Title)         (Firm or Organization) 
BIO 

 

	

	

	



	

	

ETHICS STATEMENT 
If requesting judicial ethics credit, the Pennsylvania Continuing Judicial Education Board requires all providers to submit 
a written statement that describes how the substance of the course will address and/or facilitate a judge’s knowledge, 
competence, or proficiency of judicial ethics.  Please include reference to provisions contained within the Code of Judicial 
Conduct – or other material – that informs a judge’s ethical performance.  If requesting substantive credit, please skip this 
step. 
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